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Abstract

We argue that analytical and critical aspects of theology can contribute to organizational research, and potentially assist in elaborating new concepts. To lay this out, we use Christian orthodox theology of icons as an analytical framework to study organizational visual representations. We generate three important insights. First, we point to the need, so far neglected, to question and theorize the relation between the representation and what is represented. Second, we highlight the prominence of symbolism over aesthetic aspects. Third, we underline that images are both embedded within meaningful relationships with other images, and used in social and power relationships. Building on these insights, we elaborate the notion of epistemic power to account for the capacity of visual representations to provide knowledge of an object of inquiry which cannot be immediately conscripted nor clearly perceived in its entirety. We contribute to the integration of theological analysis in organizational research by showing how it can further extend our understanding of secular organizational settings.
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INTRODUCTION

The role of religion and spirituality in contemporary societies and organizations has received increasing interest in organizational studies (e.g. Chan-Serafin, et al. 2013; Creed, et al. 2010; Dyck 2014; Khan and Koshul 2011; Tracey 2012). However, scholars have paid limited attention to theological analysis. When mentioned, theology is mostly referenced to expose religious beliefs and doctrines (e.g. Creed, et al. 2010; King and Haveman 2008; Parker 2009). More recently, Sørensen, et al. (2012) initiated a “theological approach of organizations”, suggesting the use of theology to reveal religious dimensions of apparently secularized organizations. While those works focus on theology, they consider it an ensemble of beliefs and notions rather than an analytical discipline on its own with proper reasoning and debates. In this paper, we suggest extending this focus by referring to theology as an analytical tradition involving skepticism, critical thinking and reflexivity. Indeed, theology, as the critical study of the divine nature (Augustine of Hippo 2004:426), is a form of critical thinking that attempts to build a logical discourse (Logos) on God (Theos) by rigorous and critical analysis (Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith 1990). Therefore, theology conciliates skepticism and spirituality. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, this analytical aspect has not been considered in organizational research.
The purpose of this paper is, therefore, to mobilize this neglected aspect of theology and show how it can contribute to theorizing organizational situations, including those that are secular, and potentially assist in elaborating new concepts. We argue that insights can be drawn from theological debates and analysis to further expand our understanding of organizational processes and practices, organizing and managing.

We draw from theological debates and analysis to further theorize a specific organizational phenomenon, i.e., organizational visual representations. There are two motives for such a study. First, while visual representations are a growing domain of research (Meyer, et al. 2013), authors lament that studies are overwhelmingly empirically driven and call for further theorization (Bell and Davison 2013). Second, there is a long theological tradition of debating and analyzing visual representations, particularly in Christian orthodox theology, of religious images (i.e., icons) and includes a major crisis that eventually led to the development of a theology of icons (Ouspensky 1992).

We argue that drawing from Christian orthodox theology assists in advancing the theorization of visual representations in management in three ways. First, the Christian orthodox theology evinces the epistemic dimension of visual representations. This indicates the need, which has previously been neglected, to question and theorize the relationship between the representation and what is represented and consider how actors in organizations understand this relationship. Second, Christian orthodox theology emphasizes the importance of icons’ symbolism, considering this aspect more important than the aesthetic aspect. The icons’ symbolism also reveals the importance of the actors’ visual literacy to apprehend those symbols. Finally, the debates and analysis of Christian orthodox theology indicate the relational aspect of images as they are both embedded within meaningful relationships with other images and used in social and power relationships. Building on those insights, we elaborate the notion of *epistemic power* to explain the capacity of visual representations to provide knowledge of an object of inquiry, which cannot be immediately conscripted nor clearly perceived in its entirety.

We, therefore, show how theology can be used to contribute to theorization in organizational research. More broadly, this article contributes to the efforts to use theology to advance our understanding of organizations (Sørensen, et al. 2012). We share this interest for theological notions while extending it by focusing on the analytical and theoretical potential of theology to analyze symbols and question storytelling within organizations. Our work also enriches
recent research on organizational visual representations (Bell and Davison 2013; Meyer, et al. 2013) as we use theology to develop theoretical insights revealing the characteristics of visual representations and, more specifically, their epistemic power.

We structure the paper as follows. First, we review the current integration of theology in organizational research and discuss how this can be extended using theology’s analytical and critical dimensions. Second, we present the insights that can be drawn from Christian orthodox theology for research on organizational visual representations. We conclude with a discussion of the broader contributions of this research and suggest directions for future research.

DRAWING FROM THEOLOGY TO ANALYZE VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS IN ORGANIZATIONS

Recently, researchers have increasingly suggested the need to focus attention on the role of religion and spirituality in organizational life (Sørensen, et al. 2012; Tracey, et al. 2014). These dimensions have been identified as playing key roles in organizational decision making (Koerber and Neck 2006) or individual behavior (Bell and Davison 2013). Research has consequently engaged with the sociology of religions to develop a comprehensive understanding of religion within organizations (Tracey 2012; Tracey, et al. 2014).

Building on this increasing interest, some researchers have begun exploring beyond individuals’ beliefs, spirituality and religion as sophisticated intellectual constructions that can provide important insights into organizational life. For instance, Parker (2009) used the writings of Pseudo-Dionysius on the hierarchy of angels to draw parallels and reflect on the notion of organizational hierarchy. Sørensen, et al. (2012) drew the contours of a more systematic “theology of organizations”. This approach suggests that the way actors think about and act in organizations is profoundly structured by theological concepts, often subconsciously. Sørensen, et al. (2012:67) suggest the following:

“(…) (1) analyze organizational concepts as secularized theological concepts, (2) show how theological concepts have survived unaltered in organizational contexts and (3) show how theological concepts have been corrupted or lost their original meaning when deployed in organizational contexts.”
Our intention in this paper is to further expand the connection between religion and organizational research by taking a new approach. We intend to consider theology not only through its concepts but also through its reasoning and explore how this analytical framework can contribute to research in organizational studies. In this paper, we use theology as a tradition of critical debates and analysis. From this view, theology is construed as a rational discussion of assertions regarding their consistency with the divine message. It is critical to debate and distinguish between different contradictory interpretations and determine which is relevant. In the following sections, we illustrate how using spirituality-based reasoning can enrich our analysis of secular organizational phenomena such as organizational visual representations.

Visual management studies is a burgeoning (Meyer, et al. 2013), but arguably, under-theorized domain. In reviewing the related literature, Bell and Davison (2013) insist that this domain is currently overwhelmingly empirically driven, with researchers focusing on methods, and call for the development of theoretical approaches. To contribute, we draw from theology and, more specifically, from the Christian orthodox tradition and its long practice of debates and analysis of religious images (i.e., icons). In particular, these debates have led to a 120-year long crisis on the nature of images, known as the iconoclast controversy (Besançon 1994; Ivanovic 2012; Martin 2014; Mondzain 1996). The outcome of this crisis changed the way images were considered in the Byzantine Empire (Elsner 2012), and the Christian orthodox theology eventually developed a specific theology of icons (Ouspensky 1992). In the following section, we use this tradition as the basis to develop insights into visual representations for organizational research.

VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS AS REPRESENTATIONS

The first dimension of interest for organizational research in the Christian orthodox tradition is how it entirely redefined how images were considered in the Christian world through the iconoclast controversy. This controversy shifted the discourse on visual representation from an ontological to an epistemological level of analysis. Rather than focusing on the images themselves¹, the entire controversy addressed what can be known through the image and revealed three types of attitudes of actors towards images. We first introduce those aspects and then discuss how they can contribute to visual management studies.
From the ontology of images to the epistemology of knowing what is represented

The iconoclast (Greek for those who destroy images) controversy started with the decision of Emperor Leo III (717-741) to enforce the Mosaic banning of God’s images in his Empire, where such images were becoming the focus of worship (see Appendix 1). In 726, Leo openly declared himself against the cult of images (Ivanovic 2012; Martin 2014). Tradition suggests that he symbolically had the ancient figure of the Christ that adorned the main entrance of the Imperial Palace removed and thus initiated an iconoclast policy. Leo III not only removed an image but questioned “the entire discourse on figurative images as means of enunciating or representing the holy” (Elsner 2012:378).

This new iconoclastic policy was not welcomed by the population and the majority of the ecclesiastic authorities (Ivanovic 2012). Leo III had to replace the Patriarch to make the Church follow the Imperial orders and officially establish an iconoclast policy (Ivanovic 2012). Supporters of icons, referred to as “iconophilous” (Greek for those who enjoyed images), fiercely opposed this policy (Martin 2014). The most prominent of them was John of Damascus, a monk based in Palestine who lived under the Caliphate (outside the Byzantine Empire) and, therefore, enjoyed a particular freedom of speech. The controversy lasted until 787, when the iconophilous Empress Irene called a new council (Ivanovic 2012; Martin 2014). Known as Nicaea II, this council settled an iconophilous position, largely embracing the views of John of Damascus, and ordered the destruction of all iconoclastic writings. Theological discussions on the role of icons continued until the Council of 843, but a consensus emerged on the relevance of honoring icons.

What emerged from this controversy is a theorization of images unprecedented in the Greco-Roman or Mosaic traditions (Alloa 2013; Elsner 2012). As Elsner (2012, p.385) emphasized, the iconoclastic controversy liberated “the image from an unarticulated and generally assumed ontological tie to its referent to place the image instead in an epistemological relationship to its referent”. Before the controversy, images were considered, by nature, as either being able to accurately represent God or not. With this controversy, the theorization of images shifted from an ontological level (i.e., the image being or not being the entity represented) to an epistemological level (i.e., the image as a way to know about what is represented) (Elsner 2012). Both iconoclasts and iconophilous agreed that images cannot by nature accurately represent God. Where they disagreed was whether something trustworthy could be learned about God by contemplating the image. Iconoclasts argued that images were
necessarily misleading because the only accurate representation of God was the communion. Iconophilous argued that images could provide some knowledge, even incomplete, about God.

From this view, visual representations are considered “re-presentations” (Mondzain 1996) and cannot, by essence, accurately and entirely account for what they present. What is important is not the image itself, but its relationship with what is represented. The power of the icon is based on this relationship with the underlying entity it represents. It operates as a transfiguration. Jesus is not in the icon, but the icon tends towards Jesus while also emphasizing its absence. This paradigm shift in the analysis of images from ontology to epistemology during the iconoclast controversy also led to the distinction between three different attitudes towards visual representations and their relationship to what is represented. We detail those attitudes in the next section.

**Three attitudes towards visual representations**

Based on the theological debates concerning the iconoclast controversy, three attitudes towards visual representations can be distinguished (cf. Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1 AROUND HERE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

First are the *idolaters* (also known as iconolaters), those who do not make a distinction between the representation and what is represented. They consider images consubstantial to the represented reality and as true and trustworthy. This position is rejected both by iconoclasts and iconophilous who consider that idolaters mistake the image for the reality. While condemned by both sides of the controversy as heathens’ practices, such practices remained vivid in popular culture (Pentcheva 2010).

Second are the *iconoclasts* who rejected icons² and opposed idolaters for their inability to distinguish between the image and the entity. Iconoclasts made a radical distinction between the image and the entity meant to be depicted. In their view, the image cannot offer an accurate representation. An icon is simply a piece of wood with colors on it, and nothing valuable can be known about God through adoring it. An image of Jesus was considered blasphemous notably because it meant to paint an image of the Godhead, which cannot be
depicted. They consider it was at best misleading to try to represent what could not (and should not) be represented.

The third attitude is the *iconophilous*, which eventually became dominant. Like iconoclasts, iconophilous reject idolatry as in the Mosaic tradition. Nonetheless, while they argue that images must not be worshipped, they suggest that something can be learned from God through the image. The image could not be an accurate representation, but a means to access what is depicted. Consequently, iconophilous rejected both those who called the sacred images idols and those who resorted to them as to gods. John of Damascus indicates the following:

> “An image is a likeness of the original with a certain difference, for it is not an exact reproduction of the original. [...] I do not worship matter; I worship the God of matter who became matter for my sake, and deigned to inhabit matter, who worked out my salvation through matter. I will not cease from honouring that matter which works my salvation!” (Damascus 730:1.16; 12.14).

The distinction made between worshipping (*latreia*) and honoring (*proskynesis*) is central. It indicates the rejection of idolatry because the nature of veneration is different. Honoring is a lower form of veneration compared to worship, which is only in relationship to God. John of Damascus argues that he does not reject the Mosaic tradition of banning of images of God, he rather further elaborates on it, making a distinction between the image and what is represented (Mondzain 1996). Damascus argued that icons can have value to the extent that they help believers to approach what is beyond the icon. The Second Council of Nicea (687) indicates that “the honour paid to an image traverses it, reaching the model, and he who venerates the image, venerates the person represented in that image.” In summary, iconophilous are by essence incomplete representations of what is represented, yet can be useful to know about what is represented.

**Insights for organizational research**

We argue that two insights for organizational research can be drawn from the specific view of images and emerged during the iconoclast controversy.

First, the controversy insists on the importance of the epistemic dimension of visual representations, an aspect currently neglected by the empirically driven visual management
studies. This current research tends to focus on those representations without questioning their relationship to the reality they are intended to depict. For instance, recent research on visual representations of corporate social responsibility (CSR) examines the rhetorical and framing effects of those representations in dedicated reports (Meyer, et al. 2013). However, they set aside the epistemic aspect - i.e., to what extent those visual representations can help or not to know about what is supposed to be represented, in the present case the reality of the CSR activities within the organizations. Empirically driven visual management studies might remain limited to a search for recurrences in those representations in isolation from organizational realities. Considering this epistemic aspect can help build more critical analysis regarding the relationships between visual representations and what they are supposed to represent, what we can learn through the representation and its necessary incompleteness. This potentially draws attention to the biases of those representations, their focus, and what they potentially hide.

Second, the different attitudes regarding icons reveal the importance of the viewer and that all actors do not engage in the same way with images. The three types of attitudes identified in the iconoclast controversy can then be used to illuminate how actors within organizations engage with visual representations.

Idolaters would correspond to those managers who consider visual representations an exact image of what is represented, and will not go beyond them to consider the reality of organizational practices. They tend to conflate the practices (represented) and the image (representation) of those practices. A spectacular example of idolatry is the case known as the “London Whale”, which involves a $2 bn trading loss at JP Morgan. The internal report issued after the case (JP Morgan Management Task Force 2013) shows that the trader activities were supervised through a representation (a model) that eventually was proven to be flawed. While the trading team and the trader had repeatedly warned their hierarchy of the risk of an underestimation, the hierarchy instead relied on the representation and did not perform an audit to examine practices beyond this representation.

A second attitude, radically opposed to idolaters, is iconoclasts. Those actors are aware of the epistemic aspect of visual representations as supposedly providing knowledge on what is represented, but they do not trust the knowledge provided. They see representations as useless or misleading about what is supposedly represented. This iconoclast attitude would lead them to attempt to directly access what is beyond the representation without relying on the representation. This implies engagement in direct supervision when possible, for instance in
small companies where executives can directly monitor the activities of their subordinates or in companies where managers have a limited span of control so that they can engage in closer supervision.

Finally, iconophilous are those who see representations as ways to learn valuable information about what is represented yet consider that such representations are necessarily incomplete. They then consider these representations as useful, yet partial and potentially biased, methods to learn about what is represented. As managers, they use visual representations but will complete them with direct supervision. An illustrative example can be found in the 2008 Societe Generale’s trading loss by Jérôme Kerviel. In 2005, Alain Declarck was the supervisor of Jérôme Kerviel at Societe Generale Assets Management. A former trader with a practical knowledge of the job, Declarck used visual representations provided by the reporting tools and direct supervision to monitor the activities of the traders. In July 2005, drawing on his expertise and not only on the reporting tools, he discovered that Kerviel had maintained off-limits overnight positions for several days and had hidden them with fictitious transactions (p. 35 of the trial deliberations). Declarck was later replaced by Eric Cordelle as desk manager. Cordelle was a product structurer, with no previous knowledge of trading practices (as opposed to Declarck), who operated as an idolater. He relied on reporting tools and was not able to understand the many alerts he received from inside and outside because he lacked relevant knowledge to interpret them. He was eventually unable to either detect or prevent the fraud.

Focusing on the epistemological issue, the theological debates suggest taking a more reflexive position vis-à-vis visual representations. The three different actors’ attitudes regarding icons are linked to an important aspect of icons, i.e., their codification and the symbolism of such icons, which make them difficult to understand.

**VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS AS CODIFIED SYMBOLIC IMAGES**

The codified aspects of religious icons are an important element of the Christian orthodox theology. A striking feature of icons is that they are neither naturalistic (they do not intend to reproduce nature), nor do they exhibit the painters’ technical skillfulness. What matters in icons is not their aesthetic value, but how accurately they convey the divine message. Florensky vividly insists on the following (1996:82):
“The question is not whether an image is “skilfully” or “poorly” executed (such measures lie merely in the artist’s intention); the question is, is she in reality the Mother of God?”

Beauty is accepted as it serves the message, not when it deserves it. In Christian orthodox tradition, the icon is not referred to as a piece of art, but more often as the imprinting of an authentic image of spiritual existence and it has to conforms to it “in imagery, likeness, and essence” (Florensky 1996:91). For laypersons with no particular theological knowledge, Christian orthodox icons might all appear the same. This contrasts with other traditions, such as those of the Catholic Church, where artists enjoy much more freedom in painting holy characters and where aesthetics have a prominent place. Since the iconoclast controversy, Christian orthodox icons are clearly codified to avoid unorthodox misrepresentations that might mislead believers. The Council of Nicea II insisted that Christian orthodox icons were as important as theological discourse, granting to visual representations a place that is unique among monotheisms. Therefore, Christian orthodox icons must comply with specific features. When icons are considered by the Church to not convey the divine message, they are rejected. Icons are not meant to be naturalistic, they are symbolic. Archbishop Puhalo indicates the following: “all elements of a canonical icon are symbolic and contain a profound revelation; there is no naturalistic elements in this Liturgical art” (Archbishop Puhalo 2014:1). Consequently, icons follow very different aesthetical canons than Western religious art.

Ouspensky (1992) calls this approach “symbolical realism”, which includes symbolic approaches to perspective, light and the use of colors, among others. For instance, perspective is ‘reverse’ or ‘inverted’ (Ouspensky 1992). From a linear perspective, the painting provides a sense of depth and attracts the spectator’s view into the painting; it has its own perspective. Conversely, in an inverse perspective, the representation is limited to the foreground with no vanishing point and the image is almost protuberant, thus entering the space of the viewer (Ouspensky 1992). Another characteristic is the lack of any specific source of light that can be identified in icons because it radiates from the figure.

Such symbolism makes it possible to vary the message conveyed, depending on the icon. Indeed, each icon conveys a very specific message. As examples, we detail the following two of the most distributed and used icons, both of which represent the Mother of God (Theotokos, literally ‘God-Bearer’) and the Child: the Hodegetria (She who shows the Way) (Figure 1) and the Eleousa (Tenderness Virgin) (Figure 2). In both paintings, Mary holds Jesus in her...
arms and there is a sense of communication and tenderness between the mother and the child. However, the meaning of those icons is very different.

The *Hodegretria* (Figure 1) is one of the most venerated icons, whose original was said by tradition to have been painted by St Luke himself (Ouspensky 1992; Ouspensky and Lossky 1999; Pentcheva 2006). This original was the most revered icon in Constantinople. In the *Hodegretria*, the *Theotokos* is always on the left. She holds the Child. Her chest and her left arm bear Him, hence the title of *Sedes Sapientiae*, seat of wisdom. While the *Hodegretria* uses her left arm to hold Jesus, her right hand points at Him. This gesture is meant to show “the way” towards truth and life. This symbolizes that the Virgin is the one who intercedes between humanity and God and she shows the way to God. It is also the face of the Virgin which shows the way. Her face often bends toward Jesus, and her eyes look at the viewer, while gazing into the distance as a reference to the future of the passion of Jesus. Mary offers the Child to the world for the salvation of humanity. The face of Jesus is not the face of child, despite his body having the proportions of child. He answers his mother’s intercessory prayer by blessing with the right hand. The image expresses a notion of silent conversation through the hands of the Mother and the Child (Martin 2014; Ouspensky and Lossky 1999; Pentcheva 2006, 2010). In his left hand, he holds the scriptures.

While apparently similar, the *Eleousa* icon (Figure 2) is very different. This icon insists on the intimacy and affection between the Mother and the Child as they embrace each other. Again, according to the tradition, St Luke was the first painter of this type of icon. The faces are turned toward each other. This embrace between the Mother and the Child refers to infinite love, including Jesus’ love for humanity. In particular, Jesus does not look at the viewer but at his Mother. There is not only tenderness in the eyes of Mary but also sadness. Her veiled eyes symbolize that she foresees Jesus’ martyrdom. Jesus touches her face to comfort her, which is
also interpreted as Him announcing the resurrection. He wraps at least one arm around her neck or shoulders. The Mother of God represents the Church, and this wrapping refers both to the love of God for man and the role of the Church in achieving this love.

While different, both icons have common features (Leloup 2000). In both, the Mother and the Child wear richly textured clothes. The Mother has her hair covered with a veil, which drops to her shoulders; it is never loose. The veil is usually red to refer to her suffering, with blue clothing under the veil referring to her humanity. The veil is marked with three starbursts. Depending on different traditions, these starbursts are either considered a reference to the Trinity or to virginity (before, during and after giving birth) of the Mother of God (Leloup 2000). Sometimes, the third star is covered by the Child who is part of the Trinity. Jesus himself is dressed in very rich clothes to refer to his status.

Because of such heavy symbolism, those messages are only accessible to believers with the relevant visual literacy. Only the viewer with relevant visual literacy can articulate the material and symbolic dimensions of icons. Icons are meant to orient the believer’s vision and thoughts according to the specific part of the divine message the icon conveys. Icons are meant to work as translucent windows (Florensky 1996), allowing the believers to overcome the divide between the human and spiritual worlds. Those who lack the visual literacy only see the aesthetic image and will not be able to use it to access what is beneath.

We argue that these subtle nuances between two icons of the Virgin are of particular interest when it comes to analyze and theorize organizational visual representations. We do not intent to make an analogy between these two icons and organizational visual representations, but rather elaborate on the symbolism of such icons and how viewers literacy matter regarding such symbolism, in making sense of organizational visual representations. For this purpose, we use the example of strategic matrices.

**Insights for organizational research**

Drawing on the illustrative example of strategic matrices, we elaborate here how symbolism works for organizational visual representations, and how viewers make sense of them, mobilizing their literacy.

Symbols and codes are crucial to understand organizational visual representations such as strategic matrices. Corporate Portfolio Management (CPM) matrices are typically structured
based on the following two dimensions: the attractiveness of the market and the competitive advantage of the company (with underlying assumptions that are rarely made explicit in the representation). Circles are often used to represent the different activities of the company and their relationships to each other. The size of the circle depends on the contribution of the activity to the turnover of the organization. The use of this common vocabulary of symbols and codes varies across matrices. While the CPM matrices might all appear the same to laypersons, experts (e.g., consultants, trained managers or academics) would distinguish them. Matrices consider different relationships, convey different messages and are not interchangeable. For instance, the BCG growth - share matrix insists on the relationship between market share and profit and better fits with consumers’ products where such a relationship is relevant, rather than in industries where this relationship does not work and small market share can be highly profitable (Armstrong and Brodie 1994). The McKinsey/GE matrix addresses the same issue, but the assumed relationships are different, with broader definitions of the orthogonal dimensions (competitive strength and market attractiveness). These results are more complex to interpret because it is not assumed that there is a relationship between market share and benefits.

Only actors with the appropriate visual literacy can access these subtle differences. While the practical importance of management tools has been acknowledged (Whittington 2003), their visual aspect remains underexplored. Mobilizing icon analytical frames, we examine visual aspects of strategic matrixes as an illustrative example of organizational visual representations. This allows us to highlight important, yet little researched, aspects of organizational visual representations. The experts’ ability to make such distinctions indicates the importance of visual literacy. Similar to icons, matrices have multiple underlying assumptions that are rarely made explicit. In the case of the BCG growth - share matrix, those assumptions include a focus on internal cash flow and ignorance of the capital market as a potential source of funding (Wensley 1981); a positive relationship between market share and cash generated (Henderson 1970); a product lifecycle that moves linearly from introduction to growth, maturity and decline; and the assumption that the activities in the portfolio are unrelated and independent from each other. Several studies have questioned those assumptions, indicating that they are not relevant in all contexts. Consequently, those works recommend using the BCG matrix carefully and certainly not in all cases (e.g. Day 1986; Haspeslagh 1982). A consequence is that the use of this matrix without considering the specific caveats to evaluate the situation leads to inferior strategic decisions (Armstrong and
Brodie 1994). Only managers with the relevant knowledge of the underlying assumptions of such a matrix can evaluate if the matrix properly fits the situation, properly use it and accurately benefit from the analysis. Studies conclude that managers or students blindly following the matrix indicate idolater behaviors, where viewers and users lack the knowledge and associated reflexivity to see that matrices are visual representations orienting the vision in a specific way and are far from being universal.

Using the theology of icons as an analytical framework to examine organizational visual representations emphasizes the importance of the visual literacy of the organizational actors. The aesthetic dimension of them is considered secondary. At stake here is the ability of the representation to focus the viewer’s attention on the primary concept (i.e., what is behind the visual representation).

**VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS AS RELATIONAL**

A third aspect emphasized by the Christian orthodox theology that can help advance visual management studies relates to the relational aspects of visual representations. In this section we examine the relationships among icons as established in iconostasis and how icons are used in liturgy to strengthen relationships within the community. We then discuss how these relational aspects can contribute to illuminate aspects of organizational visual representations.

*Relationships between images*

While icons are autonomous forms, they have links due to the religious figures they portray or episodes they reference. Those relationships are made explicit in iconostasis. Iconostasis, literally ‘screen of icons’, are large screens of icons that separate the sanctuary from the nave (particularly in Russian and Slavic churches) to prevent the worshippers from seeing what occurs near the altar (Figure 3).
It has been theorized that iconostasis is not there to hide, but to help reveal. Pavel Florensky, a prominent Russian theologian and an authority on icons, indicates that the iconostasis is as follows:

“(...) does not conceal something from the faithful [...] On the contrary, it points out for them, half blinded as they are, the mysteries of the sanctuary, opening for them, lame and crippled, the entrance to a different world locked for them by their own stagnation and crying out to their deaf ears about the Kingdom of Heaven.” (Florensky 1996:40-41).

The iconostasis is both a boundary and a link between two worlds. It conceals the altar from the direct view of the believers, but it also unites the world that believers perceive with the divine world, through images. Icons are then considered windows on the divine reality. To suppress the iconostasis would mean to block those windows. Florensky indicates the following (1996:62-63):

“To speak figuratively, then, a temple without a material iconostasis erects a solid wall between altar and temple; the iconostasis opens windows in this wall, through whose glass we see (those of us who can see) what is permanently occurring beyond: the living witnesses to God.”

While we can find icons everywhere in a Christian orthodox church, those that are recognized and revered are those placed in the iconostasis (Kenna 1985). Because the iconostasis is meant to direct the attention of the believers and reveal the reconciliation between human and divine through icons, the arrangement of the different icons in it is precisely codified in a hierarchical order. Icons are ordered by groups (chins) most frequently in three rows, with doors in the middle. The bottom row is called the worship row due to its accessibility to worshippers who can burn candles or meditate in front of those icons and directly relate to them. The icons in this tier might vary locally but this row will include an icon of Christ and one of the Theotokos on either side of the doors. The central doors are called the ‘Holy doors’ and are adorned with icons of the four evangelists (Matthew, Mark, Luke and John) who convey the divine message and pass the image of Christ (Luke is considered the first
iconographer). This row might also include local saints. The second row is the *deesis* (“supplication” or “intercession”), dedicated to the New Testament. In the middle, there is the Christ *Pantocrator* (Almighty), surrounded by icons of the *Theotokos*, John the Baptist and the twelve Apostles or other saints. They all are in prayer and turn toward the Christ, interceding for the sinful mortals. This row is the most important because it represents the following goal of each service: turn toward God and pray. The third row is dedicated to the Twelve Great Christian Feasts. The largest churches, such as cathedrals, might include a fourth and fifth row.

What is interesting is the consistency of the iconographic program. Each icon is meaningful by itself, but it is also meaningful in its relationship with others and its position in the rows. The rows are meaningful in their relationship with each other. As Kenna (1985:362) notes “(…) *the internal meaning of the icon – the significance of the holy person or scene it represents – can of course be comprehended in isolation, but it gains other meanings and further significance from its place in the scheme.*” The iconostasis links a specific church dedicated to a specific saint (the worship row), through the liturgy to access the saints who can intercede for sinners with the Savior (as illustrated on the *deesis* row). The feasts row reminds the circle of the liturgical year and of the specific occasions when God is manifested (Kenna 1985).

While there might be significant differences from one iconostasis to another, the general idea of this program must be preserved, otherwise icons may distract worshipers (Ouspensky 1992). The iconostasis has a storytelling function as it tells the story of human salvation. The worshipper does not only watch this story; he/she is invited to participate in it and make it his/hers. The relationship to visual representation is an active one (Florensky 1996). The iconographic program details potential relationships between the local church, its attendants (worshipers), and God. It also insists that those potential relationships can only be made actual by the appropriate behavior of prayers and veneration of saints who intercede for sinners and make this relationship possible. Worshippers are shown the salvation they can expect (i.e., access to God), the means through which this can be achieved (i.e., prayers, devotion) and the steps that link their local actions to this goal through the intercession of the Saints and the *Theotokos*. 
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The relationships that the iconostasis establishes between icons are important for their meaning. Moreover, as these icons and the story they tell are used in liturgy they strengthen relationships among the community.

**Relationships among the community through images**

Another relational form concerning icons relates to how icons are used within the community of worshippers. To examine this, we focus on the liturgical use of icons. We refer to liturgy in a broad sense as the use of icons in a religious group according to its particular beliefs, customs and traditions.

During local feasts and festivals, icons are carried in procession counter-clockwise around the church. This attracts devotees and gathers the community. Anthropologists have noticed that migrants would return to the village to attend this ceremony (Bakalova 2001; Kenna 1985). The icon of the local Saint does not only establish a relationship with the divine, it also symbolizes a sense of belonging to a community. This double nature of the icon (as a religious image and as a community gatherer) has also been used in politics. We suggest that how the emperor engages with religious icons such not be considered only as a secular matter. While there is a divide between theology and politics, this division is less clear in the Byzantine tradition, where the Emperor is also considered a priest. As such, Byzantine Emperors often manipulated icons to their benefit (Pentcheva 2006). A first example of this is the return of Emperor John the 1st Tzimiskes to Constantinople in 971 (Figure 4). After defeating the Russians and the Bulgarians, he had an icon placed on the triumphal chariot. Instead of mounting it, he followed the chariot on a white horse (Figure 4). Another example of such a relationship to icons is provided by Michael VIII Palaiologos, who entered Constantinople in 1261 to restore the Byzantine rule after the Latin occupation. An icon of the Virgin Hodegetria was placed on a chariot with the Emperor walking barefoot behind it, “More as an ordinary Christian than as an Emperor” as noted at the time (Bakalova 2001).

**FIGURE 4 AROUND HERE**

In both cases, the emperors defer to the icon to recall the origin of his legitimacy. The Emperor is the basileus, a servant and lieutenant of God, chosen by God. He is neither elected nor does he inherit this title, despite efforts by families to remain in power. It is God who
directs the army and the Emperor must execute the divine will. The emperor indicates that he does not fight only for his own glory, but for the more meaningful glory of God.

*Insights for organizational research*

In this section, we extend the relational aspect of images in Christian orthodox tradition to examine organizational visual representations. This relational dimension between images is indeed present in the visual representations used for management with the development of integrative management systems which attempt to connect different information in a systemic way. An example of such an integrative system is the development of strategy maps, one of the most popular managerial techniques (Kaplan and Norton, 2000). Strategy maps are visual representations of sets of performance measures. Each performance measure corresponds to a specific activity and provides information on this activity. However, connecting all those measures together provides a broader picture that allows the understanding of how intangible assets enhance internal processes, which, in turn, create value for customers and shareholders (Figure 5).

Similarly to iconostasis, strategy maps can be read horizontally and vertically. Each level covers a specific domain with the lower levels closer to the organization members’ actions and higher levels associated with the final goal. Strategy maps are constructed around an ultimate goal, that is, of course, different from the religious goals. While visual representations in iconostasis assist believers in achieving salvation, a strategy map is meant to assist organization’s members in achieving the organization’s strategy. As Kaplan and Norton indicate “the best way to build strategy maps is from the top down, starting with the destination and then charting the routes that will lead there” (Kaplan and Norton 2004:52). Organizational visual representations, such as strategy maps, are meant to provide visual representations of the dominant story of the organization, i.e., its strategy. Images can contribute to the communication of, and make more accessible, the storytelling aspect of the strategy. As such, organizational visual representations operate as rhetorical machines and
mnemonic devices which allow permanent recall of the general purpose of the strategy (Busco and Quattrone 2015; Quattrone 2015).

Those visual representations are not meant to be passively considered by organizational members; they also demand their active engagement. They insist that the articulation between the local situation of organizational members and the global performance of the organization can only be achieved through the active engagement of those members. Indeed, Kaplan and Norton see the human capital (i.e., the specific skills and talents of the organization’s members) and the organizational capital (i.e., the organization’s culture, leadership and the employees’ ability to share knowledge) along with the organization’s information systems as the foundations of a company’s global performance. This relational aspect is crucial.

Cheng and Humphreys (2012) suggest that it is the ability of such visual representations to show explicitly causal linkages between means and objectives which make them more appropriate to enhance both managers’ information relevance and strategy appropriateness judgments more than other, less visual, tools.

Another aspect points to the political use of images, particularly by dominant actors. Existing organizational research suggests that images are commissioned and exhibited to present the point of view of the dominant (Sørensen 2010). The use of Christian orthodox icons by Emperors to present themselves as disinterested servants of higher (and less questionable) purposes suggests further that dominants can use images to de-personalize their power. Instead of presenting a strategy as serving their interests and purposes, top executives would demand managers and employees align their behaviors with the visual representations that display ‘objective’ causal relationships between actions and effects. Top executives might indicate that the requirements are coming from those tools rather than from themselves as a way to substitute rules-based bureaucratic legitimacy, which would come from those visual representations, to more individual-based charismatic legitimacy (Weber 1968) which they might lack and do not intend to employ. Organizational research has investigated how political processes shaped the design of visual management tools and how their implementation involved power relationships (Modell 2012), but not how those representations could be used to present as ‘objective’ what is actually the outcome of those political struggles and embodies the interests and goals of the dominant. More significantly, drawing from research on how Byzantine emperors used and manipulated icons to appropriate their legitimacy and associate their power to God and the Theotokos (e.g. Pentcheva 2006; Pentcheva 2010) can provide insights to examine how organizations, and their dominant
members, use visual representations to refer to higher goals and purposes to legitimize themselves.

A THEORIZED SYNTHESIS: THE NOTION OF EPISTEMIC POWER

Building on the insights drawn from the Christian orthodox tradition, particularly the epistemic dimension of visual representations (Elsner 2012; Mondzain 1996), we theorize the notion of *epistemic power*. We defined the epistemic power of a visual representation as the representation’s capacity to allow the viewer to learn about an object of inquiry, which cannot be immediately understood or clearly perceived in its entirety by the viewer in a specific way. Sociologists of science refer to such objects of inquiry as epistemic objects (e.g. Ewenstein and Whyte 2009; Knorr-Cetina 2001; Rheinberger 1997). More specifically, the epistemic power of visual representations has two dimensions. It allows viewers to learn about the object of inquiry and direct their view. Furthermore, its performance will depend on how the viewer engages with the representation.

First, visual representations have epistemic power as they allow viewers to learn about an object of inquiry that is beyond their immediate perception. The object of inquiry is what the image is meant to represent. For religious icons, it is the divine, and for organizational visual representations, it might vary from planned strategy to assessments of an organizational situation. We suggest that organizational visual representations, just as religious representations, address objects of inquiry that cannot be immediately perceived and can only be approached through instantiations. In the case of religion, it concerns the essence of the divine which is beyond immediate perception. In the case of organizations, their operational complexity makes direct supervision difficult and causes them to resort to representations.

Second, the epistemic power of visual representations is not neutral, although it might appear so. Such representations allow viewers to learn about the epistemic object but also direct the attention and orient the viewer. The Christian orthodox theology indicates that icons are meant to focus and direct the attention of the believers on specific aspects. An illustrative example of that is the difference between the *Hodegetria* (She who shows the Way) and the *Eleousa* (Tenderness Virgin) icons. Organizational visual representations operate similarly,
focusing and directing the attention of the viewer on specific aspects. This indicates the rhetorical aspects of visual representations and the potential, intentional or unintentional biases they might include when conveying knowledge about the object of inquiry. Because visual representations are not neutral, although they might appear as such to viewers, they can be used to direct action. Their apparent objectivity can also be used to gather an organization’s members around them and use them to support the legitimacy and interests of those who made or commissioned them.

Further drawing from the theology of icons debates and analysis suggests that the success of the visual representations’ epistemic power will very much depend on the user. First, the epistemic power of a representation will depend on how relevant users see those representations. This refers to the distinction between idolaters, iconoclasts and iconophilous, which emerged from the controversy. The iconolaters might ignore it, conflating the image with the reality; the iconophilous might use it; and the iconoclasts might reject it, stating that the inevitable biases of visual representations make them irrelevant to know about the object of inquiry. Second, the epistemic power will also depend on the visual literacy of the user. Specific knowledge is needed to understand the symbols included in visual representations and potentially the underlying assumptions. This visual literacy is necessary to understand the religious icons’ symbolisms and benefit from their guidance to divine access. Similarly, managers’ literacy allows them to understand organizational visual representations (such as matrices or strategic maps), which could appear cryptic to actors lacking this literacy. A consequence is that laypersons who do not have this knowledge do not experience the epistemic power of the visual representations.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we intended to show how theology can contribute to theorizing secular organizational situations and assist in the development of new concepts. We used the Christian orthodox theology of icons to specifically further theorize the role of visual representations in secular organizations. This tradition first points to the epistemic nature of visual representations and their incomplete nature (i.e., representations provide incomplete insights on what is represented) and then points to the need, which has thus far been
neglected, to question and theorize the relationship between the image and reality and consider how actors in organizations understand this relationship. Second, Christian orthodox theology insists on the importance of symbolism opposed to aesthetics when considering the epistemic role of visual representations. This symbolic aspect indicates the importance of actors’ visual literacy. Finally, the debates and analysis of Christian orthodox theology indicate the relational aspect of images as they are both embedded within meaningful relationships with other images and used in social and power relationships. Theorizing further, we elaborate the notion of *epistemic power* to account for those aspects of visual representations based on the insights we drew from the Christian orthodox theology of images.

More broadly, our study provides contributions to the ongoing interest in spirituality and religion in organizational research and emerging visual management studies. In this section, we discuss these contributions in more detail and consider opportunities for future research.

**Theological reasoning and organizational research**

While there is an increasing interest in organizational research for spirituality and religion, this interest has mainly focused on religious organizations, the influence of religion within organizational settings, and on revealing religious aspects of secularized organizations (Sørensen, et al. 2012; Tracey 2012). Our intention is to open a new opportunity by focusing attention on the analytical potential of theology. We argue that religion and spirituality have primarily been used as ensembles of notions to draw from, while little attention had been paid to theological analysis and reasoning. We do not argue for a literal transposition of theology into organizations. Rather, we advocate a renewed attention to the intellectual legacy of theology. To illustrate how this approach might assist in generating new insights for organizational research, this paper contributes to research on visual representations in management. We use the Christian orthodox tradition of debates and analysis on icons. This eventually assisted in the development of the notion of epistemic power. In particular, we insist on the little emphasized critical potential of theology. We argue that theology is not only about storytelling but also about challenging storytelling, being critical and challenging the narrative based on rational arguments and elaborated debates that we can draw from. More broadly, we suggest that theological analysis and debates can be used to develop new insights
and theorization regarding secular organizational settings not only by drawing from them notions and concepts but also ways of thinking and reasoning.

We also argue that theology allows us to go beyond the sociology of religion, i.e., the current dominant approach in organizational research. The sociology of religion examines religion as a phenomenon, disconnecting it from its disciplinary tenets and specific reasoning (Flanagan 2008). New insights might be gained by reconnecting religion and theology, thus taking seriously the reasoning behind religion and spirituality. Mobilizing theology would allow considering not only the notions that religious people use but also how they think since a religious person would certainly know and be influenced by the related theology. Hence, we suggest that theology is at the core of the understanding of religion as it is the related analytical reasoning. Considering religion with its own reasoning and taking seriously its reasoning without any judgmental position could allow researchers to better understand it as a social and organizational phenomenon. We argue that from an interpretative perspective, understanding peoples’ religion and spirituality requires us to “see with their eyes what outsiders cannot” (Flanagan 2008).

**The epistemic dimension of visual representations in management**

The present research also contributes to ongoing research on organizational visual representations. Researchers are beginning to focus attention on visual representations in organizational settings. Nonetheless, this research is primarily empirically driven and focuses on methodological issues (e.g. Bell and Davison 2013; Lefsrud, et al. Forthcoming). In this context, this paper offers two important contributions to research on organizational visual representations.

The first contribution indicates the epistemic nature of visual representations. Current research primarily focuses on visual representations *per se* and extends the scope of research by considering visual representations in almost everything (e.g. Meyer, et al. 2013). A potential issue with such an approach is to eventually view almost everything as visual representations, just as some discourse analysis eventually concluded that almost everything is discourse (Alvesson and Kärreman 2011). The epistemic approach, drawn from Christian orthodox theology, establishes a distinction between the viewer, the visual representation and what is being represented. It insists on the importance of what is represented and that visual
representations are never accurate renderings of what is represented. We synthetized the insights into the notion of epistemic power, which considers the capacity of visual representations to allow access to an object of inquiry. This view extends the scope of research not by considering visual representations in almost everything but by insisting on the importance of relationships between viewers and representations and between representations and what is represented. This can contribute to expanding the current research on visual representations in management but also renders it more critical by identifying the need to critically consider how representations relate to what they are meant to represent, whether this representation is more or less accurate and how it focuses and directs attention. While the present study contributes to extending the analysis of the nature of visual representations, it also indicates the need to consider the viewer, a dimension not currently considered by organizational research on visual representations. The theology of icons suggests that the relationship of viewers to images varies along two dimensions. First, this relationship depends on the level of the viewer’s visual literacy. On the one hand, there are viewers that lack visual literacy and have no knowledge of the underlying symbols and codes specific to the visual representations. Those viewers can only access the aesthetic and graphical aspect of the visual representation but not its meaning. On the other hand, there are actors who have the necessary visual literacy, i.e., a deep knowledge of those symbols and codes. Those actors will access the meaning of the visual representation beyond its aesthetic aspect. They will also know about the underlying assumptions and principles and will be able to critically assess the value and relevance of the visual representation. Between those two extremes is a continuum of expertise, which depends on the actors’ literacy.

Second, the relationship also depends on the attitude of the viewer. The iconoclastic controversy indicates three very different forms of engagement with views of images. The actors who see reality itself in the representation and will not try to learn further about the reality that those images represent would relate to idolaters. Those who consider and use visual representations but also more directly view the underlying reality would act as iconophilous. Finally, the actors who distrust visual representations because they cannot accurately account for reality and are potentially misleading could be identified with iconoclasts.

CONCLUSION
This article has attempted to theorize organizational visual representations rather than taking them for granted by seeking to deconstruct them. For this purpose, theology in its critical form was of particular help. There are other theological approaches in organizations (e.g. Miller 2014) that assume that theology explores and reveals secularized religious aspects within organizations (Sørensen, et al. (2012) and that draws upon concepts to examine organizational dynamics (Parker 2009). Nonetheless, thus far, theology in its analytical potential has not been used to theorize in organizations. Theology is often perceived as influencing contemporary organizational phenomenon; however, it is not considered a source of critical thinking. Indeed, recently, theology might be considered, at best, to be a source of wisdom and, at worst, to be marked by a complete lack of critical thinking.

In this article, we argue that theology is not limited to spirituality or religion and attempt to adopt a non-judgmental method (Lips-Wiersma and Mills 2014) to engage with it. More specifically, we focus on a missed aspect of theology, i.e., its critical dimension. Theology is about critical thinking; Jesuit tradition, Cordoba caliphate, and the Torah critical reading tradition are illustrative of that.

A particularly striking example of what critical theology could be is found in the Liberation Theology Movement (Gutiérrez 1971). This radical movement developed in South America as a response to the poverty and the ill-treatment of people. Beginning in the 1970s, this movement, in favor of social justice and human rights, was supporting the poor and the oppressed. Intertwining Christian theology and political activism, liberation theology attempts to re-examine the entire basic content of revelation and tradition to reveal their social and liberating dimensions. For instance, liberation theologians observed in the collegiate nature of the Trinity a model for cooperative and non-hierarchical development among humans. Moreover, their criticism of the Church was controversial as they said the Church should ally with the working class to cause social change. Rejected by The Vatican for its critical stance towards the Catholic Church’s orthodoxy, this movement encouraged people to take distance on taken for granted Latin American Church organizations and institutionalization, underlining that theology could be critical and even revolutionary.

Nevertheless, we did not intent to make such a radical move. Rather, we suggest that while theology is sometimes conflated with its aspects of spirituality and religion, it is also a tremendous source of critical thinking. Theology could offer critical thinking concerning
organizational representation as we argue in this paper but also for the wider organizational phenomenon.

Although we believe that this article provides insights regarding attention to spirituality and religion in organizational research, it also raises several intriguing possibilities for future research. We suggest that future organizational research on religion could mobilize the relevant theological framework to deepen the understanding of religious dimensions in organizational settings.
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Appendix 1: Chronology of one century of Iconoclastic struggles

717  Accession of the Emperor Leo III who ends a period of political instability within the Empire.

754  Council of Hieria. The iconoclast attitude prevails.

726  Beginning of the Iconoclastic controversy
     Leo develops the policy of removing or destroying religious images (icons). The Byzantine worship of icons has come uncomfortably close to idolatry and Leo attempts to purify and abstract Christian worship by their removal. The new policy of iconoclasm ("image-breaking") meets with immediate opposition and will fiercely divide Byzantine society and politics for the next 120 years. Although primarily a religious controversy, support or rejection of iconoclasm inevitably reinforces pre-existing antagonisms or divisions in Byzantium. The army becomes a stronghold of iconoclasm while the church itself is largely iconophile (in support of icons).

780  Regency of the Empress Irene
     Irene, widow of Leo III’s grandson, reigns as regent for her son, Constantine VI. A controversial figure, Irene is a determined woman whose desire to retain political control leads to the imprisonment and murder of her now-adult son in 797. Irene refers to herself as Basileos (King or Emperor).

787  Second Council of Nicaea. The first phase of iconoclasm ended in 787 when the Seventh Ecumenical Council of bishops met in Nicaea. This council affirmed the view of the iconophiles, ordering all right-believing (orthodox) Christians to respect holy icons, prohibiting at the same time their adoration as idolatry.

802  Irene is deposed by the Logothete Nikephoros
     The Emperor Nikephoros I is a far-sighted political and financial planner. He places the Empire on sound financial footing.

813  Leo V ascends to the throne and initiates a second period of iconoclasm in 814.

815  Council of Byzance. Iconoclast.

829  Reign of the Emperor Theophilos
to  Despite on-going military conflict, the reign of Theophilos is notable for a significant level of cultural contact between Byzantium and the Abbasid Caliphate.

842  The image of Christ is replaced above the Chalke Gate to the imperial palace.
     In 843, Empress of Theodora proclaimed the restoration of icons and affirmed the decisions of the Seventh Ecumenical council. This event is still celebrated in the Orthodox Church as the “Feast of Orthodoxy.”
Table 1. Three attitudes toward visual representations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Idolatrous attitude toward images</th>
<th>Iconoclast attitude toward images</th>
<th>Iconophilous attitude toward images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Images are true and trustworthy</td>
<td>Images are misleading</td>
<td>Images are representations different from the original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is no indescribable</td>
<td>The indescribable should not be described</td>
<td>The indescribable can be approached through images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image and the depicted entity are consubstantial</td>
<td>Image and the depicted object are consubstantial</td>
<td>Image and the depicted object are different in nature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Virgin Hodegetria known as the Virgin of Smolensk.

Figure 2. Virgin Eleousa known as Our Lady of the Don. 14th Century. Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow.
Figure 3: Iconostasis of the Christian Russian Orthodox seminar at Epinay sur Seine (France)

All icons direct toward salvation through God represented by a Christ Pantocrator (Almighty) in the middle of the middle row. The bottom row (or worship row) includes icons of the Christ and the Virgin around the doors (circles), which give access to the altar. Angels and evangelists adorn those doors. They point to the divine message, which is a way to access to God (tick arrow in the middle). This row can also include more local saints to whom believers can relate more easily than to the Apostles who are in the middle row. The local saints allow a connection with those Apostles because they have not directly meet Christ but nevertheless approached Him through actions and devotions, then moving closer to the Apostles. The middle row (the deisis) includes Apostles who lived experience direct to God. They all are in prayer and turn toward the Christ, interceding for the sinful mortals. The upper row here portrays Prophets from the Old Testament who eventually forecast the coming of Christ.

Figure 4: Emperor John 1 Tzimiskes entering Constantinople following an icon of the Virgin (Biblioteca National, Madrid)
Figure 5: Strategy Maps (Kaplan and Norton 2000)
Such as in the Mosaic tradition which would ban representations of God as necessarily inaccurate and misleading by nature (Mondrain, 1996).

Following the tradition of *damnatio memoriae*, the iconoclast texts were destroyed as heretic once the iconophilous position became official. As a consequence, we draw from compilation and secondary sources (e.g., Alloa, 2013; Baranov, 2002).

In an appendix on page 127, the report discusses how one London-based quant was working on a new Value at Risk (VAR) model for the Chief Investment Office. In addition to not being tested correctly, the report states that the model suffered from common errors in the Microsoft Excel execution.
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